Abstract. In this paper, we present an efficient technique for optimising data replication under the data parallel programming model. We propose a precise mathematical representation for data replication which allows handling replication as an explicit, separate stage in the parallel data placement problem. This representation takes the form of an invertible mapping. We argue that this property is key to making data replication amenable to good mathematical optimisation algorithms. We further outline an algorithm for optimising data replication, based on this representation, which performs interprocedural data placement optimisation over a sequence of loop nests. We have implemented the algorithm and show performance figures.
Introduction
Choosing parallel data placements which minimise communication is key to generating efficient data parallel programs. Under the data parallel programming model, parallel data placement is typically represented by a two-stage mapping. In the first stage, an affine alignment function maps array elements onto virtual processors. In the second stage, a distribution function then maps virtual processors onto physical ones. Examples for such a two-stage approach are listed in [5] . This decomposition fails to account properly for data replication: rather than using an explicit replication stage, replication is often handled implicitly as part of the alignment stage through replicated alignments. In this paper, we propose an efficient mathematical representation for data replication which expresses replication as an independent third stage of parallel data placement.
While a good range of optimisation techniques has been described for the alignment stage, distribution and replication have received less attention. We argue that the representation which we propose in this paper is a step towards making data replication amenable to the same type of mathematical optimisation algorithms which have previously been used for alignment optimisation. We demonstrate this assertion by describing and implementing an algorithm which performs interprocedural data replication optimisation across a sequence of loop nests. The objective function which our optimisation algorithm attempts to minimise is communication volume.
The practical importance of maintaining multiple copies of certain data is evident:
Replacing All-Reduce Operations with Simple Reductions.
A reduction which leaves its result in replicated form on all participating processors is known as an all-reduce. On most platforms, all-reduce operations are significantly more expensive than simple reductions; their complexity generally is that of a simple reduction followed by a broadcast. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Kumar et al. [9] show that theoretically-better implementations do exist, but they require at least the connectivity of a hypercube with two-way communication links. We therefore frequently have the opportunity of a significant performance gain by making an optimal choice about whether the result of a reduction is replicated or not.
Reducing the Cost of Residual Affine Communications.
In many programs, it is not possible to find a set of affine alignments which eliminate all redistributions. However, the cost of these residual affine communications will be less if the data being communicated is not replicated.
Concrete instances of these two optimisations are illustrated in the working example introduced at the end of this section.
Background: DESO BLAS Library. Although this work is applicable to compiletime optimisation, it has been developed and implemented in the context of our delayed evaluation, self-optimising (DESO) library [2] of parallel numerical routines (mainly level 1 and 2 BLAS [10] ). This library uses delayed evaluation -more details will be given in Section 3 -to capture the calling program's data flow and then performs runtime interprocedural data placement optimisation. Finding algorithms efficient enough for use at run-time is a key motivation for our work. for both platforms, 5% of peak values were left out. In both cases, all-reduce takes roughly twice as long as reduce. Further, the figures illustrate that the performance of all-reduce is on these two platforms the same as that of a simple reduction followed by a broadcast.
Contributions of this paper. We propose a technique for optimising data replication:
-We describe a mathematical representation for replication which takes the form of an invertible mapping. We argue that this property is key to making data replication amenable to good mathematical optimisation algorithms. -We describe an optimisation algorithm, based on this representation, which performs interprocedural data placement optimisation over a sequence of loop nests. -We argue that our optimisation algorithm is efficient enough to be used in a runtime system.
Our optimisation algorithm works from aggregate loop nests which have been parallelised in isolation. We do not address any parallelism vs. replication trade-offs; we assume that decisions about which arrays have to be privatised for parallelisation have been taken separately. The paper builds on related work in the field of optimising affine alignment, such as [5, 6] . Chatterjee et al. [4] provides a key point of reference for our work and we evaluate our work in comparison to their approach at the end of the paper in Section 5.
Overview of this Paper. After the final section of this introduction, which presents an example to illustrate the potential performance benefits of optimising replication, Section 2 describes our proposed representation for data replication. In Section 3, we describe an algorithm for interprocedural optimisation of data replication, which is based on the representation from the previous section. Section 4 discusses evaluation of our work using our DESO library of parallel numerical routines. Finally, Section 5 reviews related work and Section 6 concludes.
Example: Conjugate Gradient. Consider the sequence of operations from the first iteration of the conjugate gradient algorithm which is shown in Figure 2 . By far the most compute-intensive part of this algorithm is the vector-matrix product q Ap. On a mesh of processors, this can be parallelised in two dimensions as long as every row of the processor mesh has a private copy of vector p. It would not be profitable to reconfigure the processor mesh as a ring for the remaining vector-vector operations; rather, the easiest unoptimised solution is to block all vectors, in replicated form, over the rows (or columns, in the case of q) of the mesh. Similarly, scalars are replicated on all processors. As illustrated in the left-hand part of Figure 2 , the resulting communications are 3 allreduce operations and one transpose of O´NPµ data. However, this can be optimised: the solution in the right-hand part of Figure 2 keeps replicated only those scalars and vectors which are involved in updating vector p. This leads to the following optimisations:
-We replace all-reduce operations with simple reductions and then choose optimum points to broadcast data which is required for updating replicated vectors. On many platforms, this will save a broadcast operation. -Further, the transpose operation which is necessary to align q and p for the dotproduct α q p now only has to communicate O´Nµ data and involves 2P 1 rather than P 2 P processors.
Our choice of unoptimised implementation is arguably somewhat arbitrary; the point is that unless replication is incorporated into the data placement optimisation process, optimisations like these will be missed. Note also that we can improve further still on the solution shown here by choosing a skewed affine placement for q. Detecting this automatically requires our optimiser to take account of both affine alignment and replication. We will address this issue again when we discuss future work in Section 6.
In this section, we introduce our representation for data replication. Our objective has been to develop a representation which is both efficient to implement and which facilitates efficient optimisation.
Overview of Data Placement for Data Parallel Programs
Our starting point is the typical data parallel two-stage approach of a mapping onto virtual processors followed by a distribution of virtual processors onto physical ones. The notion of a virtual processor grid is equivalent to that of a template, as described by Chatterjee et al. [5] .
We augment the dimensionality of all arrays in an optimisation problem to the highest number of dimensions occurring in that problem. This is a purely conceptual step which does not imply any data movement and it is equivalent to the concept that a template is a Cartesian grid of "sufficiently high dimension" into which all arrays can be mapped [5] . If we wish to map an N-vector over a two-dimensional processor grid, we conceptually treat this vector as a´1 Nµ matrix 1 . Scalars are handled in the same way, so a scalar would be treated as a´1 1µ-array when mapped onto the same grid. Following augmentation, our representation for data placement consists of three stages:
1. Replication descriptors allow us to represent the replication of arrays in any dimension where their extent is 1. We describe these descriptors in detail later in this section. 2. Affine alignment functions act on augmented, replicated array index vectors i and map them onto virtual processor indices. They take the form
The alignment function for mapping a row vector over the rows of a processor mesh is f´iµ
. Note that this representation allows us to capture axis, stride and offset alignment as defined in [5] . Some approaches [5, 8] limit the nature of the matrix A, such as to require exactly one non-zero entry per column and no more than one non-zero entry per row. The only restriction we impose on these alignment functions is that they be invertible. Thus, we can represent skewings, as well as simple permutations for axis alignments. 3. Distribution or folding functions map virtual processor index vectors onto pairs of physical processor and local indices. We currently use the well-known symbolic representations block, collapsed (*) and cyclic(N) as distribution functions. Notice that folding allows us to "serialise" some of the replication we may have introduced in step 1, leaving no more than one copy of each array per physical processor.
Properties of Affine Alignment Functions.
The affine alignment functions we have described above have two properties which facilitate efficient implementation and optimisation: invertibility and closure under composition.
-Invertibility means that, given an affine alignment function, we can always calculate both which virtual processor holds a particular array element, and also, which array element is held by a particular virtual processor. This property facilitates senderinitiated communication, an important optimisation on distributed-memory architectures. -Further, given the above properties and two affine alignment functions f and g for an array, we may always calculate a redistribution function r f 1 AE g, which is itself an affine function (invertibility gives us the existence of f 1 and closure under composition that r is affine). As we will discuss in more detail in Section 3, this property facilitates efficient optimisation. We define a weight function w, which returns an estimate of the amount of data movement generated by r. The optimisation problem we need to solve is then to minimise, over all edges in a DAG, the sum of weights w´rµ associated with the redistributions r along the edges, subject to placement constraints. Examples for this approach are [2, 6] .
Replication Descriptors
Our aim in designing descriptors for data replication has been to re-use as much previous work on optimising affine alignment as possible; we have therefore required that our descriptors have both the above-mentioned properties of invertibility and closure under composition. The advantages become apparent in Section 3 where we outline our optimisation algorithm.
Let d v be the number of dimensions of an array after augmentation (i.e. the number of dimensions of the virtual processor grid). Let V be the index space of the array after augmentation and let V n be the set of all possible index values in dimension n of V . Let i be an array index vector. We define´ µ to be a constructor function which takes two
Solve´M v µ, where M is a matrix and v a vector, is the set of solutions to the equation
Mx v, i.e. Solve´M v µ def x Mx v . This is also known as the pre-image of M. 
Definition 1 (Copy Function). We now define a replication or copy function c to bé
Matrix D 2 is used to generate sets of locations to copy data to; D 1 is used to collapse sets. We first give one preliminary example and then prove that this definition does indeed meet the properties which we require. Further examples and rationale follow. 
¡¡
. Note that the vector x is a row-vector, i.e. a´1 nµ array. Its first index value is therefore always 0. Thus, we have:
The second equality, marked H, is due to the homomorphism theorem [7] . We will expand shortly. Each vector element i, which after augmentation corresponds to 0 i ¡ , therefore gets mapped to all virtual processor indices in its column. 
Proposition 1. The composition of two copy functions c
Proof. We have´c 
The multidimensional case easily follows. Note that this type of "cancellation" even applies if the identical corresponding entries are zeros.
Ù Ø Proposition 4. The inverse of a copy function c ´D
Proof. c AE c
Therefore, the two matrices in c AE c 1 are identical, which means that according to Proposition 3, we can replace all entries with 1, so we have c AEc 1 ´I Iµ.
Ù Ø
Rationale. The first problem that had to be addressed when trying to represent replication is that a one-to-many "mapping" is not a function. The first idea in trying to work around this problem was to represent the "inverse replication" function instead, i.e., a many-to-one mapping. Given such an inverse function f , we have to solve equations of the form f´xµ i in order to establish which virtual processors the data element with index vector i is replicated on.
Since we wish to optimise at runtime, the second challenge was to ensure that these equations can be solved very efficiently; in particular, their solution complexity should not depend on either array data size or processor numbers. We make use of the homomorphism theorem [7] 
This means that although we may not be able to formulate an inverse for such a function, we need only solve one equation, the kernel, in order to be able to state the solutions to all possible equations involving this function: they may then be calculated by simple addition. The requirement that the inverse copy function be a homomorphism meant choosing a vector-matrix product, i.e. multiplication by the matrix D 2 in our replication descriptor. Finally, since the inverse copying homomorphisms D 2 are not invertible, we cannot use them to represent collapsing, i.e. a change from replicated to non-replicated placement. We therefore use a pair´D 1 D 2 µ of matrices. Multiplying the solutions to the equation D 2 x i by D 1 allows us to represent collapsing. Intuition. Our construction of an invertible representation for data replication is in many aspects analogous to the construction of rational numbers from integers, which is prompted by the lack multiplicative inverses in . In both cases, the answer is to use a pair (fraction) of elements. Note also the parallel nature of the definitions for composition (multiplication) and inverse, and the notion of 'cancel and replace with 1'. One important difference, though, is that since we are dealing with finite sets of numbers (index vector spaces), having zeros in the right hand component ('denominator') does not cause problems. The point here is that although we cannot replicate the vector along a dimension where its data extent is more than 1, we can use a combination of augmentation, affine permutation of axes, replication along those axes which after permutation have an extent of 1 and collapsed distribution to represent the same effect.
Examples

Summary.
We have presented a powerful and efficient, invertible mathematical representation for data replication in data parallel programs. We have illustrated that we can represent a wide range of replicated data placements. We will discuss related work, in particular by Chatterjee et al. [4] in Section 5.
Optimisation
We have developed the techniques described in this paper in the context of a delayed evaluation, self-optimising (DESO) library of parallel numerical routines. The library uses delayed evaluation of library operators to capture the control flow of a user program at runtime. This is achieved through wrappers round the actual parallel numerical routines. When we encounter a force point (a point in the user program where evaluation of our library calls can be delayed no longer, such as when output is required), we call our interprocedural data placement optimiser on the DAG of library calls that has been accumulated. We have previously described [2] and implemented an affine alignment optimisation algorithm, loosely based on that of Feautrier [6] . In this following section, we outline an algorithm for optimising replication. We make use of the invertibility and closure properties of our replication descriptors so that this algorithm follows a very similar pattern to our affine alignment optimisation algorithm.
It is not possible within the confines of this paper to give an exhaustive description of our optimisation algorithm; we will therefore focus on describing key enabling techniques for our algorithm which rely on the replication representation described in Section 2: metadata for operators, redistributions and redistribution cost.
Library Operator Placement Constraints
Our library operators have one or more parallel implementations. Each of these implementations is characterised by a set of placement constraints (metadata) that constrain our search during optimisation. In our case, these have been provided by the library implementor; however, they could also have been computed by a compiler. Note that each call to a library operator forms a node in the DAG we are optimising. Our library operators therefore precisely correspond to single statements in the compile-time alignment optimisation approach of Chatterjee [5] , where nodes in the graph represent array operations. In this paper, we will concentrate on those placement constraints which describe replication.
-The replication placement constraints for library operators describe the placement relationship between the result and the operands. For a library operator which defines an array y, reading array x, we denote the replication descriptor for the result y by c y and the descriptor for the operand x by c y x . For example, for the daxpy loop y αx · y, we have 
This means that the input vector x always has the same degree of replication as the result y, while α has replication along dimension 1 added to the placement of y. -Thus, when doing a vector update the result of which is required in non-replicated form, the chosen replication placements will be that the input vector x is not replicated, while α is replicated along row 0 of a processor mesh. However, when the required placement for the result is replicated on all rows of a processor mesh, i.e, c y Thus, x will now be replicated on every row of the processor grid, while α is replicated on every processor. -When our optimiser changes the placement of one of the operands or of the result of any node in a DAG, it can use these placement constraints to re-calculate the placements for the other arrays involved in the computation. Library operators also have to adapt dynamically their behaviour so as to always comply with their placement constraints.
Calculating Required Redistributions
While accumulating a DAG, our library assigns placements to library operands according to the default scheme mentioned in Section 1: when aligned with higher-dimensional arrays, lower-dimensional arrays are replicated in dimensions where, after augmentation, their extent is 1. In particular, this means that scalars are by default replicated on all processors. Once a DAG has been accumulated and is available for optimisation, our algorithm begins by calculating the required replication redistributions between the placements of arrays at the source and sink of all edges in the DAG. We denote nodes in a DAG by the values they calculate. For an edge a b, we denote the replication descriptor (copy function) of a at the source by c a and the copy function at the sink by c a
Cost Model for Redistributions
We define the size vector N a of an array a to be the vector consisting of the array's data size in all dimensions, so for an n ¢m matrix M, we have N M ´n m µ. We define the data volume V a of a as V a ∏ 0 i d v N a i℄, in other words, V a is the total data size of a. Let P be the vector consisting of the physical processor grid's size in all dimensions. Given these definitions, we may build a reasonably accurate model of communication cost for a replication redistribution function r a b ´D 1 D 2 µ as follows: We first calculate which dimensions i, 0 i d v are replicated by r a b . We then define the cost, or weight, of the edge a b as
where C bcast´p mµ is the cost of broadcasting an array of size m over p processors. On typical platforms, we have C bcast´p mµ ´t s · t w mµ log p, with t s being the message startup time and t w per-word transfer time.
The key aspect of this cost model is that it takes account of both the data size and the number of processors involved in broadcast operations that may result from replication redistributions.
The Algorithm
Given that our replication descriptors now have the same essential properties as our affine alignment descriptors, the same algorithm which we have previously described for affine alignment optimisation [2] applies. It is originally based on the algorithm proposed by Feautrier in [6].
1. We select the edge with the highest weight. Suppose this is an edge a b. 2. We change the distribution at the sink of the edge such that the redistribution r a b is avoided, i.e., we substitute c a b c a . We then use the constraint equations at node b for calculating the resulting placement of b and any other operands and forward-propagate this change through the DAG.
3. We check the weight of the DAG following the change. If the weight has gone up, we abandon the change and proceed to step 4. If the weight has gone down, we jump to step 6. 4. We change the distribution at the source of the edge by substituting c b c a b . We update the placements of the operands at node a and backwards-propagate the change through the DAG. 5. We check the weight of the DAG. If it has gone up, we abandon the change and mark the edge a b as "attempted". Otherwise, we accept the change.
We stop optimising if the weight of the DAG becomes zero. This, however, is rare. Otherwise, we iterate the algorithm a fixed, small number of times each time we encounter a particular context, attempting to eliminate the costliest remaining residual communication. This is particularly suitable for runtime systems where we wish to only spend a strictly limited time optimising whenever the algorithm is invoked.
Once we have begun optimising, we use our value numbering scheme [2] for recognising previously encountered contexts and no longer use our default placement strategy for such nodes, but rather use the results of the last optimisation. Thus, we have the chance of improving on a placement scheme every time a particular context is encountered.
Summary. The fact that our replication descriptors have two key properties means that we have been able to propose an algorithm for optimising data replication which is exactly analogous to our previous affine alignment optimisation algorithm. The algorithm aims to minimise the overall communication cost arising from data replication. It works incrementally, attempting to eliminate the costliest communications at each stage. We review related work in Section 5.
Evaluation
We have implemented the techniques described in this paper in our DESO library of parallel linear algebra routines. In this section, we show performance results for an implementation of the Conjugate Gradient iterative algorithm [1] which uses our library (see [2] for a source code sample). Table 1 splits the overall time spent by our benchmark into different categories; in particular, point-to-point communication accounts for transpose operations and collective communication for reductions and broadcasts.
-We achieve very encouraging parallelisation speedup: 13.03 for 16 processors.
-Affine alignment optimisation alone achieves a reduction by a factor of about 2 in point-to-point communication.
-Performing the replication optimisation algorithm from this paper in addition to affine alignment optimisation results in a further factor 2.0-2.8 reduction in pointto-point communication. In addition, collective communication is decreased by about 10%. The two key motivations for this work were that handling replication correctly results in cheaper affine realignments and in fewer broadcasts.
P Compu-Runtime
Communication -The data in Table 1 were obtained with optimisation running on every iteration of the CG loop. The optimisation times we achieve show that firstly, our replication algorithm takes roughly the same time as affine alignment optimisation, and, secondly, that it is feasible to execute both at runtime in this way. However, we have previously described a technique [2] that allows us to re-use the results of previous optimisations at runtime. Applying this technique here will cause the overall optimisation time to become insignificant. We plan to implement this shortly. -Conjugate Gradient has O´N 2 µ computation complexity, but only O´Nµ communication complexity. This means that for relatively small numbers of processors with a fairly large problem size, such as in Table 1 , the overall speedups that can be achieved by optimising communication are small. We expect our optimisations to have greater overall benefit on more fine-grain problems and problems with a higher communication complexity.
Related Work
Affine Alignment Optimisation. Feautrier [6] proposes a compile-time method for automatic distribution which works for static-control programs. This method minimises communication between virtual processors, i.e. it deals with the affine alignment stage of parallel data placement only. The method does not address replication; for lowerdimensional loops, some processors are assumed to remain idle. Further, the placement functions in [6] are static. In contrast, our method allows for dynamic realignments and dynamic changes in replication, and will attempt to schedule such operations in an optimal way. Chatterjee et al. [5] give a comprehensive theoretic treatment of the alignment problem, including axis-, stride-and offset-alignment. Our affine alignment descriptors are very similar to those of Chatterjee et al., though we impose slightly fewer restrictions.
Optimising Replicated Alignments. To our knowledge, the only previous work on optimising replicated alignments is by Chatterjee et al. [4] . They use a representation which permits replicating data not just on entire template axes, but also on subsets of template axes. However, this refinement is not taken into account in their optimisation algorithm. On the other hand, it appears that our use of augmentation, together with carefully chosen alignment, permits us to handle a range of replication patterns, as illustrated in Section 2.3 which the representation in [4] was not intended for. We consider the strongest point of our representation to be the two properties of closure under composition and invertibility.
Chatterjee et al. propose to use replication labelling, where data is labelled either replicated or non-replicated, and network flow is used to find an optimal labelling. In comparison, we use a more finely differentiated representation and cost model for replication. While Chatterjee et al. therefore solve a slightly simpler problem than we do, their proposed algorithm finds the optimum solution to the problem as they formulate it. Our algorithm, solving a harder problem, is heuristic and incremental, seeking to eliminate the costliest communications as quickly as possible. This makes our algorithm particularly suitable to runtime optimisation, without restricting its potential of finding the optimum solution with a larger investment in time.
Conclusion
We have presented an efficient technique for optimising data replication:
-We propose a mathematical representation for replication which satisfies the properties of closure under composition and invertibility. -These two properties of our replication descriptors allow us to propose an optimisation algorithm for data replication which is exactly analogous to previously published algorithms for optimising affine alignment. -Our optimisation algorithm is efficient enough to be used in a runtime system, but we believe that its simplicity should also make it attractive for compile-time optimisers.
Future Work. This work can be extended in a number of ways. By taking account of affine placements while optimising replication, and vice-versa, we should be able to detect overall placement strategies which are more efficient still than what we can obtain by optimising both separately. For example, using skewed placements for the results of non-replicated reductions may allow us to eliminate some affine re-alignments which appear inevitable when the result of the reduction is replicated.
Through most of this paper we have assumed a two-dimensional processor array. This works well for BLAS, but we should evaluate our techniques for the onedimensional and higher-dimensional cases. A more difficult issue is how to mix different processor arrangements within a single computation.
